
The New Syllabuses
What does it all mean?



What will we talk about?

• 21st century skills
• New syllabuses
• Assessment taxonomy
• Cognitive verbs
• New syllabus assessments



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Cf4yTl5ams



21st Century skills 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hf5JOwtJzc&feature=yout
u.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpD78GEFOt0&feature=yo
utu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4O5C4BSC00&feature=y
outu.be



New Syllabuses

What do I need to know?
• How have the syllabuses been constructed?
• What is a cognitive verb?
• What is an assessment technique?
• What is the relationship of a cognitive verb to assessment?



How have the syllabuses been constructed?

The new syllabuses are underpinned by the 21st century skills and a new taxonomy –
Marzano and Kendall’s The New Taxonomy for Educational Objectives (2007). 

• This taxonomy is a model of behaviour and a cognitive system that describes levels 
of information processing:
1. retrieval and comprehension
2. analytical processes
3. knowledge utilisation

• This taxonomy and cognitive system are the foundation of how objectives were 
developed for each syllabus

• Different objectives align with different levels of processing that a learner engages in

• All syllabuses use the system and share a common language.



What are cognitive verbs?

• The cognitive verbs are part of a shared language in all syllabuses 
• The cognitive verbs, drawn from the taxonomy, form part of the 

syllabus, unit and assessment objectives of each syllabus
• Cognitive verbs describe the action that a learner that a student needs 

to engage in
• These actions become more demanding depending on the level of the 

taxonomy that they come from (e.g. use vs. evaluate)
• Teachers use cognitive verbs as tools to elicit specific types of 

responses in specific assessment techniques



Syllabus examples – cognitive verbs



21st Century skills & Cognitive verbs



New syllabuses – what can you expect to see?

• High definition syllabuses

• Four units of work.

• Assessment of endorsed tasks (3 x Internal) 

and an External assessment item (General) 

(25% or 50% for Maths & Science subjects).



Assessment techniques
• There are different techniques across 

syllabuses

• They are worth different % contributions 

toward their subject result

• They utilise the course objectives in 

various combinations



Which syllabuses should 
my child study?

Students should continue to choose courses that:

• they enjoy

• they are good at, and

• are prerequisites for further study they want 

to apply for

Choosing courses they think are ‘easy’ or ‘hard’ will 

NOT help with scaling or results.



Questions?




